
PB-RA100VF
Intelligent radar visual fusion alarm system

1. Product overview

PB-RA100VF integrated radar visual fusion alarm system are the new generation of multi-sensor perimeter alarm system ,

which has lower false alarm, higher recognition rate. It adopts compound intrusion sensors with multiple techniques to detect

targets. Radar sensor utilizes advanced digital signal processing technology to effectively capture and detect targets, and

then directly transfer the signal to video acquisition system. The dual-mode sensors would synchronously transfer the signal

to alarm center by digital network and realize the real video relevant action. The video data could be cached in real time and

provide video browsing and recording in 5s before alarm. This is our great breakthrough in radar technology and video

interactive technology.

PB-RA100VF includes：

 2 Web cameras (16mm long focus+4mm short focus)

 1 PB-RA100 intelligent phase array radar

 Alarm device (integrating a horn and a lamp)

 A watertight box（including a controller for alarm zones, a switch power supply and a optical
switch）

2. Product features

 Long detection range

Utilize MMIC design with the integration of SiGe technique, to efficiently reduce the power consumption and

enhance the sensitivity. In an open environment, the detection range could reach as far as 150m.





 High resistant to interference

Adopt the principle of background cancellation to detect the moving targets at all time and all weather.

supports 10 optional frequency channels, to avoid itself interference or that of the nearby 24GHZ traffic speed-

measuring radar.

 Rapid detection reaction

Adopt the cutting-edge FPGA and dual ARM heterogeneous processor, the scanning to the monitoring environment is

no less than 10 times per second.

 High detection accuracy

Due to the pattern recognition technique, it could recognize the small animals like flying birds or cats, which greatly

reduce the false alarm rate.

 Easy to install

With a small size and light weight, it is very convenient for installation.
 superior compatibility, to facilitate system integration

Support Ethernet port (TCP/UDP) and serial data

transmission.Support the linkage with our current integrated visual fusion system and the third party security alarm system.

 Front-end video alarm module and
software

With the intelligent analysis of the 2 web cameras, it could realize the real-time tracking and precise shot in

alarming. 3. Product specifications

specifications PB-RA100

Radar system
Radar type MIMO electronically scanning FMCW radar

Detection modes Doppler moving targets detection ; 

slowly moving targets detection; 

rapidly running-across targets 

detection
working frequency 24.125GHz

Optional working frequency channels 10

Transmitting power 18dBm

Multiple radars networking Ethernet, CAN

Embedded software Remote upgraded by Ethernet or CAN

Detection performance

Detection range

Slowly moving targets 0～120m
3~7cm/s moving targets 0～120m
elbows and knees crawling targets 0～120m
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walking targets 0～150m

>7cm/s moving targets 0～150m

rapid running cross targets 0～200m

The fastest moving speed for detection 30m/s

Numbers of tracked targets simultaneously 32

Targets patterns Human beings/vehicles/animals/unknown

Recognition rate 99%

False alarm rate <1target/day

Targets separation Target velocity difference: >20cm/s

Targets spacing: >2m

Detection zone

Detection range 150m

Horizontal electric scanning sector 13 °（the scanning angle is controllable, to realize the division

of cone shaped alarm zones with arbitrary size）

Vertical lobe 9°

refresh rate of electric scanning 12HZ

Height of installation 0.6~3m

Targets output

Data type

Radar working status(background SNR/transmitting

power/radar temperature/online status/continuous working

period)

Targets information( X/Y azimuth coordinate/ X/Y vector

velocity/ targets ID/ target category/ targets reliability/ targets

SNR/ radar cross section/ targets range profile/ polarization

characteristics)

Able to indicate the 3D(velocity, distance and angle) of targets,

and continuously output the 3D information of targets, to

realize the targets tracking and guidance

Alarm linkage With Pelco dome camera tracking( need to be used

cooperatively with management software)

With video( need to be used cooperatively with management

software)

External interface

Communication Ethernet and CAN

Dry contact(optional) 2

Software Windows DLL and communication protocol documents

Electric property

Working voltage 8~16V DC

Power consumption <5W

Size & working environment

size 200*150*20mm
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weight 950g

Working temperature -40~+85℃

IP grade IP67

4. Application

Perimeter security and surveillance solutions

-in prison

-in airport

-in oil depot

-in military base

-nuclear power plant
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